A Qualitative Analysis of Rapport and Alignment in Experimenter-Subject Interaction in Ganzfeld Experiments

Results:

Building on published and anecdotal accounts which suggested that experimenter-subject relationship was important to the outcome of parapsychology experiments, this project used Conversation Analysis to examine participants' discourse in recordings of mentation review phases of ganzfeld experiments conducted at the KPU in Edinburgh.

The research examined robust verbal practices in which one participant displayed a positive or affiliative stance towards the other. For example, linguistic studies of reported speech in other contexts have found that it is a method by which a current speaker can establish their affiliation to the person whose speech is being reported. In the data it was found that reported speech was used to accomplish various interactional functions: it prompted subjects to provide further information about an item; it marked transitions between different phases of the review; and it was a device through which experimenters could tacitly orchestrate clarification or correction by the subject. The analysis also offered a categorisation of subjects' responsiveness, or recipiency, and examined experimenters' verbal characteristics associated with the preferred high subject recipiency.

It was found that experimenter's use of acknowledge token (such as 'mm hm') to receipt subject comments were more likely to facilitate high or expanded recipiency. Experimenter responses such as 'okay' were associated with verbal practices in which the likelihood of subject expansion was minimised. The project also examined instances in which experimenters departed from their institutional role or task to offer encouraging or affiliative utterances. Analysis of these and other topics continues.
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